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ABSTRACT: There is a widespread interest to design ambient-stable gold
nanoparticles with tailored physicochemical properties for applications in
several areas such as plasmonics, nanomedicine, catalysis, biological imaging,
sensing, and nanoelectronics. It has been known for a long time that optical
response of gold nanoparticles changes drastically in a crossover region from
150 to 250 gold atoms, from a “molecule-like” to “metallic” behavior, but
insuﬃcient knowledge of atomic structures has precluded detailed computational studies on the underlying mechanisms. Here, we analyze the electronic
structure and optical and chiroptical properties of recently reported gold
nanoparticles of 144, 146, and 246 gold atoms that are made by wet chemistry
methods and whose structures have been resolved to atomic precision. We demonstrate computationally how regrouping of the
quantum states of valence electrons can aﬀect drastically the optical properties of nanoparticles in the crossover-size region, by
either generating a multiband molecule-like or a monotonous “plasmon-like” or metallic optical absorption. The lower the
symmetry of the gold core, the more metallic is the nanoparticle. The underlying mechanism arises from symmetry-sensitive
distribution of the electronic levels of the nanoparticle close to Fermi energy.

■

INTRODUCTION
Gold nanoparticles are widely investigated for various
applications in nanotechnology in areas such as plasmonics,
nanomedicine, catalysis, biological imaging, sensing, and
nanoelectronics.1−3 Although it has been known since
Faraday’s times that gold can be dispersed in colloidal
solutions as ﬁne nanometer-size particles that display a
fascinating spectrum of colors,4 it is only during the last
decade that detailed investigations into the structure−property
relationship of gold nanoparticles have been made possible by
great advances in synthesis, puriﬁcation, and characterization
of speciﬁc compounds with molecular formula AuxLy, where L
is the protecting ligand molecule, usually thiolate, phosphine,
halide, or alkynyl.5 These nanoparticles are often called
“monolayer-protected clusters” (MPCs) since their total
structure, including that of the ligand layer, can be solved to
atomic precision by X-ray diﬀraction from samples where the
clusters have formed high-quality single crystals. The largest
currently known gold-based MPCs with precise atomistic
structures have close to 300 gold atoms and metal diameters of
close to 3 nm.6−8
Bulk gold is a simple monovalent s-metal and a good electric
and thermal conductor. Conﬁning the electrons in the
delocalized Au(6s)-derived conduction band of bulk gold
into a nanometer-size volume causes discretization of the
electron states into a shell structure whose details depend on
the size, shape, and point group symmetry of the conﬁning
gold nanocrystal. These strong ﬁnite-size eﬀects have for long
been recognized to be an important factor in deﬁning many
© 2019 American Chemical Society

physicochemical properties of both bare and ligand-protected
gold nanoclusters.9−13 Of special interest is the energy gap that
can form at the Fermi level. Simple considerations following
ideas of Fröhlich14 and Kubo15 show that a three-dimensional
electron gas conﬁned in a volume V with N electrons has a
density of states (DOS) D at Fermi level EF such that D(EF) =
3N/2EF.12,16 Thus, an average value of the energy gap Δ at the
Fermi level is Δ(EF) = 1/D(EF) = 2EF/3N. The existence and
value of Δ(EF) is relevant for considerations of the onset size
for the “metallic” behavior of gold nanoparticles, manifested,
e.g., by appearance of the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) or
metallic electrochemical charging and redox properties. At
room temperature, thermal excitations of electrons over the
Δ(EF) become relevant when Δ(EF) ≈ 25 meV. Taking into
account the Fermi energy of gold (5.5 eV), this leads to the
onset size of 147 gold atoms and a spherical diameter of 1.7
nm.12 One has to note that this average result is however
strongly modiﬁed by the details of the electron shell structure
which makes the level spacing highly nonuniform and can
change the magnitude and location of Δ close to EF.
Interestingly, it has been known since the late 1990s that
ambient-stable thiol-protected gold nanoparticles of size very
close to the above-mentioned onset can indeed be abundantly
synthesized in both organic and aqueous solvents.17 First, they
were referred to as “29 kDa” particles based on the
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Figure 1. Structures of the Au144(SR)60 nanoparticles considered in this work. Left: experimental structure of Au144(SCH2Ph)60,39 center and right:
simpliﬁed models based on the experimental structure but with ligands SPh (center) and SH (right). Au: orange, S: yellow, C: gray, H: white.

approximate molecular mass. Reﬁned mass measurements
yielded ﬁrst assignments for molecular formula as
Au144(SR)59,18 Au144(SR)60,19 and Au144−146(SR)59−60.20 Their
optical and electrochemical properties have since been
extensively experimentally studied, and computational models
have been built for calculations of their electronic structure and
optical properties.21−38 The optical properties of these
nanoparticles are known to indicate “nonmetallic” behavior
(i.e., absence of the SPR peak but exhibiting instead several
absorption bands),18−20,22,25−29 but, on the other hand,
electrochemical charging properties at room temperature
indicate absence of Δ(EF) and show an evenly spaced,
multiple series of reduction−oxidation states22−24 indicating
a metallic behavior. Furthermore, the optical absorption
spectra are known to be sensitive to temperature;28,29 to
some extent, to the nature of the ligand layer;36−38 and to the
elemental composition of the metal core, i.e., intermetallic
Au144−xAgx(SR)6031−33 and Au144−xCux(SR)6034,35 particles
show UV−visible absorption markedly diﬀerent from that of
the pure-gold particle.
A theoretical model for this nanoparticle was presented
concurrently with the ﬁrst accurate mass spectrometry data in
2009 as the ﬁrst prediction of the atomic structure of
Au144(SR)60 by Lopez-Acevedo et al.21 In that model, the
gold core was built from concentric Mackay icosahedral 12and 42-atom shells completed by an anti-Mackay shell of 60
gold atoms. This 114-atom structure was covered by 30 RS−
Au−SR units (Supporting Information, Figure S1). The
arrangement of these units makes the overall Au144S 60
framework of chiral icosahedral (I) symmetry that is also
reﬂected in the slightly chiral arrangements of the 60-atom
anti-Mackay shell at the metal−ligand interface (Figure S1 in
the Supporting Information; the closest nonchiral structure of
the 60-atom layer would be Ih rhombicosi-dodecadedron).
Calculations based on the density functional theory (DFT)
showed that this model gave an excellent agreement in
comparison to the computed powder X-ray diﬀraction function
to the experimentally measured one,17 predicted a distinct
electronic shell structure around EF giving the lowest allowed
optical transitions in the midinfrared, and indicated a metallic
charging in electrochemistry as known at the time.22−24 The
absence of the central atom was argued by considerations to
relieve built up strain in the icosahedral metal structure. All of
the later computational work by others has been based on this
model with reﬁnements regarding the symmetry of the organic
part of the ligand layer29,30 and occupation of the metal sites
for modeling Au−Ag or Au−Cu 144-atom particles.32,33,35

The emergence of the deﬁnite experimental structure of
Au144(SR)60 (with SR = phenyl methyl thiolate, SCH2Ph) from
the single-crystal X-ray diﬀraction in 201839 gives now ﬁrm
grounds to analyze the structure−property relations of this
nanoparticle (Figure 1). The experimental structure directly
conﬁrms the predicted chiral icosahedral I−Au144S60 framework structure by Lopez-Acevedo et al.21 and allows now
detailed DFT-based analyses of the interplay between
symmetry, electronic structure, optical absorption, and circular
dichroism (CD). We show here that the choice of the organic
ligand has a minor eﬀect on the electronic shell structure of the
metal core and on the UV−visible absorption as long as the
overall point group symmetry of the nanoparticle remains the
same. By comparing to two other recently atomically deﬁned
nanoparticles of similar size, namely, C2v−Au146(SR)5740 and
C1−Au144(SR)40,41,42 we show that lowering of the symmetry
changes drastically the electronic shell structure around EF
leading to a more uniform density of electron states, more
featureless UV−visible absorption, and emergence of a weak
plasmon-like absorption band. Further comparisons to the
atom-precise D5-symmetric nanoparticle Au246(SR)806 show
the drastic role of the high point group symmetry leading to a
distinct shell structure and nonplasmonic absorption of this
larger particle, not examined before by DFT calculations. The
decisive role of the point group symmetry of the metal core
and its eﬀects on the electronic shell structure of gold
nanoparticles close to the onset of metallic behavior have not
been clearly demonstrated before. This discussion is of
fundamental interest since it sheds light on mechanisms of
how “molecular” nanoparticle properties can change to
metallic and is of practical interest since understanding these
mechanisms helps design ambient-stable nanoparticles for
applications.

■

METHODS
All of the electronic structure calculations were done by using
the real-space grid-based DFT package GPAW.43 We used the
Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange−correlation functional44 and 0.2 Å grid spacing for wave functions and
densities. The optimization was stopped when the residual
forces were below 0.05 eV/Å. The GPAW projector setups
include scalar-relativistic eﬀects for gold. We analyzed the
electronic shell structure of the nanoparticles in two ways: by
projecting the electron density in the Kohn−Sham orbitals to
either spherical harmonics11 or point group (Ih) symmetry
representations as described elsewhere.45 Linear optical
absorption and circular dichroism (CD) spectra were
calculated by using the linear-response time-dependent DFT
20656
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(LR-TDDFT) module in GPAW.46 PBE functional was used
for electron−electron interactions, and the electron wave
functions and densities were treated in a real-space grid with a
spacing of 0.25 Å. Decomposition of a selected number of
optical transitions into single electron−hole (e−h) excitations
in Kohn−Sham basis was done in the framework of the density
functional perturbation theory by using the so-called transition
contribution map (TCM) method47,48 with transition dipole
contributions shown (DTCM). CD spectra were analyzed by
decomposing the e−h contributions to the rotatory strengths
rotational transition contribution maps (RTCM) including
both the transition dipole moment and magnetic moment (see
the Supporting Information of ref 48). Both DTCM and
RTCM analyses are convenient and ﬂexible tools to
decompose contributions to linear and CD absorption by
multiple ways, e.g., by classifying the e−h pairs according to
global symmetries (approximate angular momenta or point
group representations), local symmetries near the atoms
(corresponding to analysis by “atomic orbitals”), atom types,
or spatial regions of the nanoparticle (metal core, atom shell,
ligand layer).
To compare our results between the highly symmetric
Au144(SR)60 and recently reported lower-symmetry particles of
similar size, namely, C 2 v −Au 1 4 6 (SR) 5 7 4 0 and C 1 −
Au144(SR)40,41,42 we analyzed the electronic structure and
linear absorption spectra of these compounds using the
published structural information. The C2v−Au146(SR)57 particle was analyzed in a trianionic form using the experimental
atomic coordinates from the work of Vergara et al.40 The
atomic structure of C1−Au144(SR)40 is based on our earlier
work42 where the structure of the Au144 core is taken from the
electron microscopy data of Azubel et al.41 and the ligand layer
has been built around the core as explained in ref 42. The
electronic structure and optical absorption of a larger but still
rather symmetric (D5) Au246(SR)80 particle was analyzed as
well, based on the published X-ray structure 6 of
Au 246 (SPhCH3 ) 80 from which a simpliﬁed Au246(SH) 80
model was built by ﬁxing the Au−S framework to the
experimental structure and optimizing all 80 S−H bonds.

spherical harmonics analysis shows the presence of 1G, 1H,
2D, 3S, 1I, 2F, 1J, and 3P symmetries, corresponding
qualitatively to the spherical electron gas model49 (Figure 2,

Figure 2. Projection of the density of electron states (PDOS) to
spherical harmonics for Kohn−Sham orbitals in the vicinity of the
Fermi energy (E = 0) for (a) Au144(SCH2Ph)60, (b) Au144(SPh)60,
and (c) Au144(SH)60. Each of the states is broadened with a 0.01 eV
Gaussian.

cf. a similar analysis was ﬁrst done by Lopez-Acevedo et al.21).
One may note that although the above-mentioned shells span
electron numbers up to a high count of 168, their energy
ordering deviates from the exactly spherical three-dimensional
electron gas model as expected.49 Figure 3 gives the Ihprojected symmetries of the Au144(SR)60 nanoparticles
protected by SH and SCH2Ph ligands. The following
observations can be made by comparing Figures 2 and 3: (i)
the sequence of the subshells with Ih symmetries is exactly the
same in both systems for orbitals in the energy region of −1 <
Ef < 2 eV, (ii) particularly the 1H(22) symmetric shell (Figure

■

RESULTS
I h Symmetry and the Electronic Structure of
Au144(SR)60. Our comparative analysis is based on the
experimental X-ray structure39 of Au144(SCH2Ph)60 and two
structures derived from it (Figure 1). By keeping the heavy
atoms Au and S in places determined by the experimental
structure, we made two additional structures where the sulfurs
are passivated either by a phenyl group or hydrogen. The S−C
bonds and the phenyl structure in the former case and the S−
H bonds in the latter case were optimized using the real-space
grid-based DFT package GPAW43 as explained in Methods.
Although the proper symmetry group for the thiol-protected
Au144(SR)60 nanoparticle (Figure 1) is the chiral icosahedral
(I) group, it is instructive to analyze the electronic structure in
the context of the Ih group. Selecting this symmetry group is
also justiﬁed by the fact that we found all frontier orbitals
(orbitals that lie in the range from 1 eV below to 2 eV above of
the Fermi energy) to be described by very high weights
(typically 80−90%) by representations belonging to Ih
symmetry class. The number of electrons in delocalized
orbitals of this nanoparticle, originating mainly from Au(6s)
electrons, is 84 by taking into account the electron-withdrawing nature of the 60 thiolates (144 − 60 = 84).11 The

Figure 3. Ih symmetry-projected electron density of states (SPDOS)
for (a) Au144(SCH2Ph)60 and (b) Au144(SH)60 in the vicinity of the
Fermi energy (E = 0). Each of the states is broadened with a 0.01 eV
Gaussian.
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2) is strongly split below and above Ef into T2u(6), T1u(6), and
Hu(10) subshells, where the electron occupations are shown in
parentheses, and (iii) in most cases, the intershell energy gaps
are very much independent of the system. Signiﬁcant
deviations in the electronic structure between the SH- and
SCH2Ph-protected particles are seen in the energy regions of
−3 eV < ε < −2 eV and ε > 2 eV states due to the existence of
the occupied and unoccupied π-electron states of the phenyl
ring in the SCH2Ph-protected particle. Due to the similarity of
the Kohn−Sham electronic structure between these nanoparticles, optical absorption in the UV−visible region can also
be expected to be rather similar, as we will next discuss in
detail.
Linear Optical Absorption. Figure 4 compares the linear
absorption spectra of the SH-, SPh-, and SCH2Ph-protected

Figure 5. Radially averaged total single-particle Kohn−Sham potential
for Au144(SH)60, Au144(SPh)60, and Au144(SCH2Ph)60. Note that the
maximum of the potential at the origin is due to the atom vacancy at
the center of the metal core.

diﬀerence equals the absorption energy, i.e., εe − εh = hc/λ. It
can be clearly seen that all e−h contributions with εe − εh <
hc/λ contribute constructively to the transition dipole moment
while all e−h contributions with εe − εh > hc/λ contribute
deconstructively screening the dipole moment. Up to the 461
nm (2.7 eV) peak, the absorption is dominantly determined by
the atomic Au(sp), Au(d), and S(p) states, while the πelectrons in the phenyl ring of the ligand do not contribute.
This also explains why the absorption spectra in Figure 4 are
very similar for all of the three considered systems in the area
where λ > 400 nm, conﬁrmed also by the DTCM analysis of
the Au144(SH)60 particle shown in Figure S2. The diﬀerences
in the ligand layer become dominating for shorter wavelengths
where the π-electrons contribute.
Circular Dichroism. As discussed in Introduction, the
structural prediction for Au144(SR)60 by Lopez-Acevedo et al.21
implies chirality in the system. As Figure S1 shows in detail, the
underlying nonchiral Ih rhombicosi-dodecahedron (an Archimedean solid) has 30 square facets that are then distorted by
bonding of the 30 RS−Au−SR diagonally on top of each facet.
The bonding direction determines the handedness of the chiral
structure when examined locally around each of the 12 C5 axes.
In addition, all sulfurs are intrinsically chiral centers since the
electronic bonding environment at each sulfur has four
nonequivalent directions.50 We have previously predicted
from computations that all particles based on the predicted
Au144(SR)60 structure21 should have detectable CD signal in
the UV−visible region.33 A comparison of the computed CD
absorption spectrum between the experimental
Au144(SCH2Ph)60 particle, its SH-derived model, and the
previously well-characterized chiral Au38(SCH2CH2Ph)24
nanoparticle is shown in Figure 7. In line with the comparison
for linear absorption, the CD signals for Au144(SCH2Ph)60 and
Au144(SH)60 are very similar in the region λ > 400 nm but have
distinct diﬀerences in the range of 300−400 nm due to the
diﬀerent ligand layer. Altogether, 14 maxima (+) or minima
(−) can be seen in the CD spectrum of Au144(SCH2Ph)60. The
strongest peaks are about 10 times stronger than the peaks in
the CD spectrum computed for the Au38(SCH2CH2Ph)24
particle51,52 using its experimental structure.53,54
Analysis of the rotational transition contribution maps
(RTCM) for three selected CD signals of Au144(SCH2Ph)60 at
464, 689, and 947 nm shows that the strongest contributions
(negative in the case of the negative signal at 464 nm and
positive for the positive signals at 689 and 947 nm) come from
hole states created in the occupied DOS in a narrow energy

Figure 4. Computed linear optical absorption spectra of (a)
Au144(SCH2Ph)60, (b) Au144(SPh)60, and (c) Au144(SH)60. The
individual optical lines (marked by sticks) are broadened by 0.075
eV Gaussians for the continuous curves. The red shifts of the lowest
three absorption peaks are shown by the dotted arrows.

Au144 nanoparticles as computed by the linear-response timedependent DFT (LR-TDDFT) method (see Methods).
Interestingly, all three spectra show very similar features in
the visible region; only a systematic red shift is observed when
going from Au144(SH)60 to Au144(SCH2Ph)60 (674 to 738, 530
to 566, and 434 to 461 nm for the ﬁrst three clear low-energy
peaks, as marked by the arrows in Figure 4). This almost
constant red shift in the peak energies (0.14−0.16 eV) can be
qualitatively understood while examining the radially averaged
Kohn−Sham all-electron potential (Figure 5). One can see
that the potential in the gold core including the Au−S layer,
that is, in the Au144S60 moiety (ﬁrst four minima), is very much
unaﬀected by the nature of the ligand layer, but the extent of
SPh and SCH2Ph ligands smoothens the potential for radial
distances >9 Å compared to the SH-protected particle, thus
allowing a spill-out of the electrons in the metal core to the
ligand layer. This decreases the average electron density in the
gold core inducing the observed red shift of the absorption
peaks by arguments from the simple Drude model of plasmons
in electron gas.
A more detailed analysis of three marked peaks (Figure 4a)
in the absorption spectrum of Au144(SCH2Ph)60 is shown in
Figure 6 in terms of the dipole transition contribution maps
(DTCMs). The electronic density of states is expressed in two
ways, projecting either to the Ih symmetry representations
(SPDOS) or to local atomic orbitals (APDOS). The diagonal
dashed line shows the condition where electron−hole energy
20658
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Figure 7. Computed CD absorption spectra for Au144(SCH2Ph)60
(red curve) and Au144(SH)60 (blue curve) compared to the computed
CD absorption spectrum of Au38(SCH2CH2Ph)24 (black curve) taken
from ref 52. The inset shows the Au38(SCH2CH2Ph)24 data in a
zoomed scale. Note in the y-scales: the strongest peaks in the
Au144(SR)60 spectra are almost 10 times higher than peaks at similar
wavelengths in the Au38(SR)24 spectrum. The magnitudes of the
computed CD signals for all particles are directly comparable since
the absorption cross sections show absolute values per one particle.
The CD spectrum for Au144(SCH2Ph)60 and Au144(SH)60 was
calculated for the “right-handed” enantiomers shown in Figure 1a,c,
where the arrangements of the ﬁve RS−Au−SR units around each C5
axis form a “right-down” blade structure.

interface is directly manifested in the chiroptical behavior of
Au144(SCH2Ph)60.
Comparison of I−Au144(SR)60 to C1−Au144(SR)40, C2v−
Au146(SR)57, and D5−Au246(SR)80. Two diﬀerent gold
nanoparticles, closely related in composition and size to
Au144(SR)60, have been recently reported. Vergara et al.
published40 the X-ray crystal structure of Au146(4MBA)57
particle, and Azubel et al. reported41 the atomic structure of
the 144-atom gold core of the 3MBA-protected particle, where
the mass spectrometry yielded a low number (about 40) of
ligands, hence the formulation of Au144(3MBA)40 (4MBA/
3MBA is para/meta mercaptobenzoic acid, respectively). The
Au146(4MBA)57 has a C2v-symmetric, fcc-based metal core with
one stacking fault while the core of Au144(3MBA)40 has only C1
symmetry (see insets to Figure 9a,b). Since the count of metalfree electrons is similar to Au144(SR)60 particle, it is interesting
to compare the details of the electronic structure and its
implication to optical absorption between these systems. As
Figure 9a,b shows, the computed optical absorption spectra of
both of these lower-symmetry nanoparticles are qualitatively
diﬀerent from those of Au144(SR)60 (Figure 4), showing an
otherwise monotonous increase in absorption with decreasing
wavelength but a single weak absorption band at 520 nm for
Au144(3MBA)40 and 443 nm for Au146(4MBA)57. The DTCM
analysis for those energies reveals that the absorption band is
caused by massive contributions from single e−h transitions
from occupied states to unoccupied states within EF ±2.5 eV.
In general, transitions where εe − εh < hc/λ contribute
constructively to the absorption peak while transitions where
εe − εh > hc/λ contribute via screening. In the case of C1symmetric Au144(3MBA)40, a separate constructive “diagonal
band” by occupied and unoccupied states within EF ±1 eV is
formed, caused by the high dispersion of states close to EF, in
other words, by disappearance of the clear electronic shell
structure.
Jin and collaborators reported6 in 2016 the crystal structure
of a D5-symmetric Au246(SPhCH3)80 nanoparticle, which,
interestingly, did not show a plasmonic optical spectrum, but

Figure 6. DTCM analysis of the three lowest-energy linear absorption
peaks of Au144(SCH2Ph)60 as marked in Figure 4a. (a)−(c) at the
center show single-particle contributions to the absorption at the
given wavelength (energy). Red/blue contributions denote constructive/destructive contribution to the transition dipole. The
brightness of the red/blue spots scales with the magnitude of
contribution. The dashed diagonal lines denote the electron−hole
(e−h) energy equaling the peak position, i.e., εe − εh = hc/λ. The
electron states are formed in the manifold of the initially unoccupied
states (right and left in (a)−(c)) and the hole states are formed in the
manifold of the initially occupied states (top and bottom). The
occupied−unoccupied electron density of states (DOS) is presented
in two alternative ways. (Bottom right) Decomposition of the DOS
projected to Ih symmetry representations (SPDOS); (top left)
projection to spherical atomic orbitals (atom-projected APDOS).
The Fermi energy is at zero.

range of −1.5 eV < ε < −1 eV (Figure 8). These states are
primarily located at the 60-atom Au layer and at the 30-unit
SR−Au−SR layer at the interface between the gold nanocrystal
and the ligand layer. Thus, the eﬀect of the chiral metal−ligand
20659
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Figure 8. RTCM analysis of three selected peaks in the CD
absorption spectrum of Au144(SCH2Ph)60 shown in Figure 7. The
layout is similar to Figure 6, but here the red/blue spots denote
constructive/destructive contributions to the rotational strengths. The
single-electron DOS is presented either as projected to local atomic
orbitals (APDOS, bottom and right) or by a layer-by-layer manner
(ALPDOS, top and left). The dashed diagonal lines denote the
electron−hole (e−h) energy equaling the peak position (εe − εh = hc/
λ). The Fermi energy is at zero.

instead showed several distinguishable absorption bands
similar to the Au144(SR)60 case.55 We analyzed here the
electronic structure and optical absorption of the simpliﬁed
model structure of Au246(SH)80. As Figure 10 shows, the linear
optical absorption curve shows ﬁve distinguishable bands for λ
> 400 nm. The electronic structure of this nanoparticle shows
that the states close to EF are grouped to distinct shells
according to D5 symmetry representations,45 and the DTCM
analysis of the 432 nm band in Figure 9c shows that this shell
structure leads to e−h contributions to this band that are
qualitatively much diﬀerent from the smaller, low-symmetry
particles in (a) and (b).

Figure 9. DTCM analysis of the computed linear absorption
spectrum of (a) Au144(3MBA)40, (b) [Au146(4MBA)57]3−, and (c)
Au246(SH)80, with nanoparticle structures shown as insets. (Bottom
right) Computed absorption spectra, where the arrows show the
analyzed absorption energy (520 nm in (a), 443 nm in (b), and 432
nm in (c)). The layout is otherwise similar to Figure 6, but the
occupied and unoccupied electronic density of states (DOS) is shown
in (a) and (b) without any symmetry assignments and with D5
20660
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representations in (c). The structures of the nanoparticles are shown
as insets. The dashed diagonal lines denote the electron−hole (e−h)
energy equaling the peak position (εe − εh = hc/λ). The Fermi energy
is at zero. Note the qualitative changes in the density of electron states
close to EF when going from (a) to (c), with the DOS being most
continuous in (a) and most peaked (to shells with well-deﬁned D5
representations) in (c).
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Figure 10. Computed linear optical absorption spectrum of
Au246(SH)80. The individual optical lines (marked by sticks) are
broadened by 0.075 eV Gaussians for the continuous curves. Clear
absorption bands are observed at 432, 516, 590, 713, and 897 nm,
agreeing qualitatively well with the experiment on
Au246(SPhCH3)80.55

■

■

CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have systematically analyzed the electronic
structure and optical properties of several recently reported
gold nanoparticles between 144 and 246 gold atoms that are
made by wet chemistry and whose structures have been
resolved to atomic precision. This size region is important for
understanding how the nanoparticles’ properties change from
molecular to metallic. We demonstrate the dominant role of
the point group symmetry of the gold nanocrystal in
determining the electronic shell structure of the particle,
which in turn determines the details in the linear optical
absorption spectrum as well as the grouping of the states close
to the Fermi energy, deﬁning the location and magnitude of
the fundamental energy gap distinct for molecular particles.
For particles of 144−146 gold atoms, the lower point group
symmetry of the gold nanocrystal smears out the electronic
shells creating a more continuous density of states close to EF,
a more monotonous linear optical absorption, and development of a single plasmon-like absorption band. Identiﬁcation
of clear electronic shell structure as projected to the D5
symmetry of the Au246(SR)80 explains the nonplasmonic
absorption of this quite large nanoparticle that otherwise
could be expected7,28 to be already plasmonic. Interestingly,
silver nanoparticles have been predicted56,57 and observed58,59
to have plasmonic absorption at smaller sizes (136−141 silver
atoms) than gold particles. This qualitative diﬀerence is likely
to arise from diﬀerent screening properties of the metal delectrons due to the clearly diﬀerent locations of the Ag(4d)
and Au(5d) derived bands with respect to the Fermi energy of
the nanoparticle. Finally, our work predicts that in the case of a
successful enantioseparation of Au144(SR)60, the handedness of
the enantiopure particles can be undoubtedly recognized from
the CD absorption spectrum facilitating their use in
applications that require optical isomerism.
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